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Chapter 911: Little fan (1) 

 

“A female celebrity?” Xia ruofei could not help but look at Jennifer and said with a bitter smile,”I really 

don’t watch entertainment news ...” 

At this time, Tang Yitian said with a smile,””Little girl, it seems that your eyes are quite sharp!” 

Jennifer, who was next to Tang Yitian, also took off her big sunglasses and smiled at Lin Qiao. 

Lin Qiao couldn’t help but cover her mouth and cry out in surprise,””You really are Jennifer! Oh my God 

...” 

“Qiao’ er, lower your voice ...”Xia ruofei quickly said. 

This was because Xia ruofei had already noticed that a few passengers were also looking at them. 

He smiled apologetically to Tang Yitian and his wife,””I’m sorry! My sister is too excited ... Ms. Annie, 

please put on your sunglasses. I know it’s inconvenient for you public figures to come out. ” 

Jennifer smiled and said in half – baked Chinese,””Thank you for your understanding ...” 

With that, Jennifer put on her sunglasses again. 

“I’m sorry ...”Lin Qiao stuck out her tongue. 

“I’m fine ...” Tang Yitian said with a smile. 

With a superstar as his wife, Tang Yitian was used to his fans ‘excitement. 

“It’s okay,” Jennifer said with a smile.”I didn’t expect that I would still have fans in the distant China 

after so many years.” 

Lin Qiao immediately said,”Jennifer, I really like you!” I’ve watched all the movies you’ve acted in, and I 

like the female hunter you played in Forest Mist the most! And the songs you sang, I’ve heard every 

single one of them countless times! But ... How come I haven’t seen you release any new works in the 

past few years?” 

Xia ruofei was speechless at the side. Seeing that his godsister had suddenly become like a crazy fan, he 

could not help but touch his nose awkwardly. 

At the same time, Xia ruofei was also a little surprised. After hearing what Lin Qiao said, it turned out 

that this Jennifer was also a star in film, television, and singing! However, he rarely paid attention to the 

entertainment industry, so he was a little ignorant. 

Jennifer looked at her husband and son with a hint of tenderness and said,””After I married Isaac, I quit 

the entertainment industry. In your Chinese words, I’m focused on ... 
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Tang Yitian smiled and reminded her,””Assist the husband and teach the child!” 

“Yes, yes, yes, I’ll help my husband and teach my children!” Jennifer said,”your Chinese language is too 

difficult. I’ve been studying very hard, but I’m still not very proficient ...” 

“You’ve already said it very well!” Lin Qiao said. Then, she subconsciously looked at Tang Yitian and 

said,”so, you ... You’re the chairman of the Maya Group in Australia?” 

Tang Yitian chuckled and nodded,””Looks like you’re really a die – hard fan of Jennifer! You’re very 

familiar with her situation. ” 

“Qiao’ er, that’s enough ... Don’t disturb Mr. Tang and Ms. Annie ...”Xia ruofei quickly said. 

Then, Xia ruofei said,”I’m so sorry!” My sister is a little excited to see her idol ...” 

“It doesn’t matter!” Jennifer smiled and said,”Lin, do you want to take a picture together?” 

“Really?” Lin Qiao asked excitedly. 

“Of course!” Jennifer shrugged and said,”come on! Xia, please help us take a picture, thank you!” 

“Use my phone!” Lin Qiao quickly stuffed her iPhone into Xia ruofei’s hands. 

Then she walked to Jennifer’s side in two steps, a little reserved, but at the same time her face was filled 

with excitement and happiness of being able to take a photo with her idol. 

Jennifer smiled, took off her sunglasses, and handed them to her husband. Then, she took Lin Qiao’s 

hand and smiled at the camera. 

Xia ruofei took a few pictures and then made an ‘OK’ gesture. 

“Thank you, Jennifer!” Lin Qiao said happily,”then I won’t disturb you ...” 

Lin Qiao was a very sensible girl. Although she was very excited to see her idol, she knew when to stop 

and would not disturb him. 

Xia ruofei also smiled and expressed his gratitude to Tang Yitian and his wife. 

Then, the couple brought little Haoran back to their seats. Lin Qiao took the phone from Xia ruofei’s 

hand and said,””Let’s see how it’s done ...” 

“What if I accidentally miss it?” Xia ruofei asked jokingly. 

“Then I’ll bite you to death ...” Lin Qiao grimaced. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh when he saw her funny look. 

Lin Qiao looked at the photos. The iPhone’s imaging effect was very good. In addition, both of them 

were beautiful women, so the photos were naturally very beautiful. 

Lin Qiao read it repeatedly for a while and then muttered to herself,”It was like a dream today. I actually 

saw Jennifer in person and even took a picture with her! No, no, I have to post it on my moments. Jing, 

Juanjuan, and the others will be so envious ...” 



Xia ruofei smiled and said,”you ... I really don’t understand the world of you little fangirls ...”” 

Lin Qiao looked at Xia ruofei with disdain and said,””Brother ruofei, you can’t just focus on making 

money all day. It’ll be so boring!” 

“Oh, so it’s boring if you don’t care about entertainment news?” Xia ruofei laughed.”Then there are 

many boring people in this world!” 

“I’m too lazy to talk to a stubborn person like you ...” Lin Qiao smiled and said,”let me see ... Wow! I’ve 

just posted it and my moments are about to explode! So many of my friends left me messages ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”let’s not bother about the comments. Tell me about this Jennifer and her 

husband.” They seem to be very famous?” 

Lin Qiao put away her phone and turned to Xia ruofei.”Brother ruofei, I’ll give you an entertainment 

science class! Jennifer used to be the most popular female star in Australia. She has acted in many 

classic Movies and released eight solo albums. She was the double Best Actress at the Oscars and 

Cannes. If she hadn’t suddenly retired from the entertainment industry six or seven years ago, she 

would still be very popular now ...” 

“Wait, she retired six or seven years ago. You were still young then, right?” Xia ruofei asked. 

“Jennifer had already retired from the entertainment industry when I started liking her!” Lin Qiao said 

matter – of – factly,”I fell in love with Jennifer when I first saw her in ‘Sydney songstress’ at my 

classmate’s house in middle school. Later on, I went to look for all the movies and songs about her. In 

short, she is my only idol!” 

“Alright, alright ...” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Lin Qiao continued,”in fact, Mr. Tang is even more powerful!” He’s Jennifer’s husband. ” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but glance at Tang Yitian in the distance and asked,””How is Mr. Tang 

powerful?” 

“I also saw it in the entertainment news. It said that after Jennifer married a Chinese Super – rich man in 

Australia, she announced her withdrawal from the entertainment industry.” Lin Qiao said,”later, I did a 

search on the internet and found out that the Maya Group under Jennifer’s husband, Mr. Tang, is one of 

the top ten largest financial groups in Australia. They almost dominate the entire retail industry in 

Australia and have a large investment in the cultural and entertainment industry. It is said that the Maya 

Group’s assets exceed 10 billion Australian dollars and its annual revenue exceeds 30 billion Australian 

dollars. Isn’t it amazing ...” 

Xia ruofei calculated silently and said,””That’s equivalent to having over 50 billion Chinese dollars in 

assets. That’s pretty impressive ...” 

“Brother ruofei, although you’re rich, you’re still far from Mr. Tang. You still need to work hard!” Lin 

Qiao said with a smile. 

“You dare to look down on your brother!” Xia ruofei glared at him and said,”do you believe that I won’t 

bring you to Australia?” 



“You won ‘t!” Lin Qiao chuckled,”besides, I’ve already bought the plane tickets. That’s 40000 Yuan!” 

Don’t you feel bad ...” 

“You little girl ...” 

The two of them chatted and laughed, and time passed very quickly. At 9:10 P. M., The waiter in the VIP 

lounge came over and reminded them softly that they could board the plane. 

Hence, Xia ruofei stood up and picked up his small luggage. 

As for Lin Qiao, her extra – large suitcase had already been checked in, so she only needed to carry a 

backpack. 

Tang Yitian’s family also stood up. Everyone smiled and nodded to each other, then they walked to the 

boarding gate under the guidance of the waiter. 

A large Boeing 787 was parked quietly in the parking lot in front of the terminal. Xia ruofei and the 

others boarded the plane through the covered bridge. 

The chief Steward was at the cabin door, smiling as he welcomed the first – Class passengers who had 

the priority to board the plane. 

Everyone quickly found their seats under the guidance of a beautiful first – Class flight attendant. 

After boarding the plane, Xia ruofei found out that Tang Yitian was in business class. 

The first – Class cabin had a total of four seats, two by the porthole and the other two in the middle. 

They were separated from the two porthole seats by an aisle. 

Xia ruofei and Lin Qiao had booked first class, so there were only two seats left in the first class. Tang 

Yitian left these two seats for his wife and child, while he chose business class. 

Xia ruofei guessed that Tang Yitian’s family must be in a hurry to get back to Australia, so they had 

booked the tickets at the last minute. They must have booked the tickets after him, otherwise Tang 

Yitian would have booked three first – Class seats. 

Moreover, a rich man like Tang Yitian must have a private jet. If he wasn’t in a hurry, he wouldn’t take a 

civil flight. If he flew a private jet from Australia and then returned, the whole process would definitely 

take more time than a direct flight. 

Of course, the business class seats could also be laid flat, and the rest would not be affected. The only 

difference was that the space layout was not as spacious as the first class seats. 

Little Haoran sat by the window, while Jennifer sat in the middle seat across the aisle from little Haoran. 

Lin Qiao naturally chose the seat next to Jennifer on the other side and pushed Xia ruofei to the seat by 

the porthole. 

The facilities in the first – Class cabin were very advanced. The seats were made of pure leather and 

could be completely reclined to become a soft and comfortable single bed. For a long – distance night 

flight like this, the comfort level of the economy cabin was a world of difference compared to the 

economy cabin. 



After waiting for a while on the plane, the cabin door closed, and the plane began to be pushed out, 

slowly gliding on the runway. 

In a short while, the Boeing 787 giant arrived at the end of the runway. After receiving instructions from 

the control tower, the plane quickly accelerated on the runway and finally leaped into the dark night sky 

... 

After the plane was at a level, Xia ruofei unbuckled his seat belt and put on his headphones. He leaned 

back in the spacious and comfortable first – Class seat and closed his eyes to rest. 

After about half an hour, Xia ruofei felt a little sleepy. Just as he was about to get up and ask the flight 

attendant to come over and put his seat back to normal, he suddenly heard Jennifer’s panicked 

voice,””Allan! Allan! Allen’s sick again ...” 

Chapter 912: Innate blocked meridians (1) 

 

Lin Qiao, who was sitting next to Jennifer, was the first one to stand up and asked eagerly,””Jennifer, 

what happened to little Haoran?” 

Jennifer, who was very easy to approach at the airport, had no time to answer Lin Qiao’s question. She 

just squatted beside her seat and kept calling little Haoran’s English name. 

At this time, Tang Yitian, who was sitting in the business class behind the first class cabin, also rushed in 

with an anxious face. 

He quickly checked his son’s condition and then shouted,””Flight attendant! Train attendant! My child’s 

illness is acting up, please return the plane immediately!” 

At this time, the purser, who had heard the commotion, rushed over and said,””Sir, please calm down. 

I’ll immediately broadcast the search for a doctor. In addition, we also have Emergency Medicine on our 

plane. You ...” 

“The medicine is useless. Get the plane to land nearby!” Tang Yitian shouted,”I’ll bear everyone’s losses 

and your airline’s losses!” 

Xia ruofei quickly took off his headphones and walked to the other side of the corridor.””Don’t worry, 

Mr. Tang. I have some medical skills. I’ll take a look at little Haoran first ...” 

Hearing this, Tang Yitian felt as if he had grasped onto a life – saving straw, but he soon revealed a 

disappointed look. He said with a bitter smile,””It’s no use. Haoran ...” 

He then turned to the purser and said,”I’m sorry, I was too excited just now. You ... You should go and 

ask the captain first!” If you really can’t ... Then forget it ...” 

Jennifer said in a sobbing tone,” We can’t just ignore Allan! He ... He’s in a very dangerous situation ...” 

Tang Yitian’s eyes revealed a trace of despair, and he said sorrowfully,”Jennifer, I know, I know ... But 

the doctor can’t save Haoran ...” 



Xia ruofei glanced at little Haoran. His eyes were tightly shut and his teeth were clenched. His entire 

body was trembling and his exposed skin was flushed. Beads of sweat were forming on his forehead. 

Although he had lost consciousness, he still looked like he was in pain. 

Xia ruofei didn’t dare to delay. He quickly squatted down and put his hand on little Haoran’s wrist. 

As soon as Xia ruofei’s hand touched little Haoran’s skin, he felt a burning sensation. He quickly touched 

little Haoran’s arm and felt that the temperature was very high. It was even higher than the 

temperature of a normal child with a high fever. It was as if he had touched charcoal and it was very hot. 

Xia ruofei took a deep breath and placed his hand on little Haoran’s wrist again. Then, without 

hesitation, he used his strong mental energy to check little Haoran’s pulse. The accuracy of a normal 

pulse was not high, and Xia ruofei’s medical skills were not at this level. Only by using his mental energy 

to directly check the condition of the meridians could he find the cause of the illness the fastest. 

However, when Xia ruofei’s spiritual energy entered little Haoran’s meridians, he immediately felt a 

block, as if it had entered a thick layer of oil. It was very difficult for him to continue. 

Xia ruofei had once used his spiritual power to check Song Wei’s meridians and it was a completely 

different feeling. 
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How did this happen? Xia ruofei frowned. 

Little Haoran’s condition seemed to be very critical. If he was given the solution of the spirit Heart 

Flower petals, Xia ruofei was not sure if it would be effective. 

The condition of little Haoran’s meridians was too strange. Xia ruofei had studied so many Chinese 

medicine books, but he had never found any book that recorded such a condition. 

If little Haoran was sick, there was a high possibility that the spirit Heart Flower petal solution would be 

effective. 

But what if he wasn’t sick? A sentence appeared in Xia ruofei’s mind. 

He hesitated for a moment, then directly used his spiritual sense to contact Xia Qing, who was in the 

spirit map space, hoping that Xia Qing could provide him with some useful information. 

Xia Qing wasn’t a real human being. All of his knowledge was implanted into him by the previous or 

previous master of the spirit map space. If there were records in his “database”, then he was naturally 

knowledgeable and experienced. But if there were no records, then he was completely and utterly 

ignorant. 

Therefore, it was a matter of luck. 

Xia ruofei transmitted little Haoran’s condition to Xia Qing using his divine sense. 

Xia Qing muttered to herself for a moment in the spirit map space before she replied with her spiritual 

sense,””Master, the situation you’re talking about is very similar to a congenital Meridian blockage!” 



“Congenital Meridian blockage?” Xia ruofei muttered to himself. 

Moreover, while he was communicating with Xia Qing with his spiritual sense, he couldn’t help but say 

this sentence with his mouth. 

Tang Yitian, who was standing on the side, was already disheartened, but when he heard Xia ruofei say 

the words “congenital Meridian blockage,” his eyes suddenly lit up. He grabbed Xia ruofei’s arm and 

said,””Yes! Yes! Little brother, you can see that Haoran has a congenital blocked Meridian, so you must 

have a way to save him, right?” 

In fact, congenital blockage of meridians was not a disease. Tang Yitian had come to this conclusion 

through a highly respected elder. So when Xia ruofei said that he knew medicine, Tang Yitian didn’t have 

any hope. But when Xia ruofei accidentally said the words “congenital blockage of meridians”, Tang 

Yitian seemed to come back to life. 

Since he could find the cause of little Haoran’s illness so quickly, Xia ruofei probably had a way to treat 

Haoran. This was what Tang Yitian thought. 

Xia ruofei glanced at Tang Yitian and said,””Don’t worry, Mr. Tang. I’ll give little Haoran a careful 

examination first. ” 

“Right! Irene, don’t disturb Dr. Xia’s work!” Jennifer quickly said. 

Tang Yitian quickly let go of Xia ruofei’s arm and said,””Okay, okay, okay. Doctor Xia, I’ll leave everything 

to you.” 

“I will definitely do my best.” Xia ruofei nodded slightly and continued to communicate with Xia Qing 

using his divine sense. 

“Master, when everyone is born, their meridians will contain innate Qi.” Xia Qing quickly 

explained,”most people will have their innate Qi slowly dissipate not long after they are born. Only a 

very small part of it will nourish the body and meridians. “However, there are a few people who have 

too much innate Qi in their bodies. In addition, the meridians of newborns are narrow. Before they can 

dissipate it in time, it will form a blockage in the meridians. This is almost fatal. People with innate 

blocked meridians will not live past four years old ...” 

“I think little Haoran is at least six or seven years old.” Xia ruofei said to Xia Qing with his divine sense. 

“Then he must have reached a very dangerous level.” Xia Qing said with certainty,”the situation of 

blocked meridians becomes more and more serious as one grows older. This is because the innate Qi 

has been deposited in the meridians for a long time and will gradually solidify. If the meridians are 

completely blocked and the qi and blood can’t be circulated at all, then you’re not far from death.” 

“Then, why is little Haoran’s body so hot?” Xia ruofei asked, puzzled. 

Xia Qing said without hesitation,”it’s very likely that the innate Qi in his body is yang. It might even be 

the rare innate pure Yang Qi. If that’s the case, then the danger is even greater.” 

Xia ruofei quickly used his spiritual will to ask,”he’s in a critical situation. What can I do to save him?” 

Are the petals of the spirit Heart Flower effective?” 



Xia Qing said,”master, congenital blocked meridians are not a disease. The petals of the spirit Heart 

Flower can’t work.” If it’s a temporary solution, you can use your spiritual force to forcefully clear the 

most serious or even completely blocked parts of his body. However, this can only treat the symptoms, 

not the root cause. After a long time, it will become blocked again. ” 

“I can’t care so much anymore, saving my life is more important!” Xia ruofei said. 

“Master, please wait a moment!” Xia Qing anxiously said. In fact, there is a better way to solve the root 

of the problem. It’s just that it will take a longer time, but it will be of great benefit to you. ” 

“Then hurry up and tell me.” Xia ruofei frowned slightly.”Little Haoran’s condition seems to be very 

dangerous. If we don’t save him in time, his life might be in danger.” 

“Yes, master!” Xia Qing quickly said,”in fact, if you want to completely solve the hidden danger in his 

body, the best way is to guide this innate pure Yang Qi out of his body. Moreover, the innate pure Yang 

Qi is not enough for that child, but it is a great supplement for you. If you can absorb this pure Yang Qi, it 

will be of great help to your future cultivation of the ‘great Dao Arts’.” 

“But I don’t know what to do!” Xia ruofei used his spiritual will to communicate.”I should be able to use 

my spiritual power to slowly guide them out of my body. But How do I absorb them?” 

“If master had already practiced the great Dao Arts, he would naturally be able to easily absorb the 

innate pure Yang Qi. But now, it is indeed a bit troublesome ...” Xia Qing hesitated as she spoke. 

Just as Xia ruofei couldn’t wait any longer and was about to use his spiritual power to clear little 

Haoran’s meridians, Xia Qing suddenly said,””Master, I’ll teach you a simple technique that will allow 

you to temporarily store the innate pure Yang Qi in your dantian. When you start cultivating the great 

Dao Arts, you’ll be able to get twice the result with half the effort.” 

“I thought you couldn’t teach me anything outside of my ability?” Xia ruofei asked, surprised. 

Xia ruofei still remembered what happened clearly. Xia Qing knew a lot about the spirit map space, 

including the origin and effects of the items inside the transparent protective shield. However, because 

Xia ruofei was not strong enough, he could not reveal a word due to the rules. 

Xia Qing said,”strictly speaking, this is not something outside of your ability. You now basically have the 

strength to open the human – shaped jade talisman and cultivate the first three levels of the” great Dao 

Sutra “. Compared to the” great Dao Sutra “, the magic art I’m going to teach you is very insignificant.” 

The situation was urgent, and Xia ruofei did not have time to explain in detail. He said directly,””Alright! 

There’s no time to waste, you have to teach me this technique now! I’m going to start unblocking little 

Haoran’s meridians and allowing him to absorb the pure Yang Qi!” 

Chapter 913: Life – saving straw (1) 

 

“Yes, master!” Xia Qing said immediately. 



Immediately after, Xia ruofei received a technique in his mind. As the two of them were communicating 

with their spiritual thoughts, the technique was very simple and the transmission was completed almost 

instantly. 

Xia ruofei quickly analyzed the technique and realized that it was indeed very rough. The main function 

was to guide the innate pure Yang Qi through a specific Meridian route in the body and let it enter the 

dantian. Then, through a simple Qi circulation, the pure Yang Qi would stay in the body safely and 

nourish the meridians. 

Xia ruofei had learned a lot of Chinese medical knowledge and was familiar with the meridians and 

acupoints of the human body. He quickly familiarized himself with the technique and was ready to help 

little Haoran clear his meridians. 

Xia ruofei and Xia Qing communicated with their divine thoughts at a very fast speed, so not much time 

had passed. However, little Haoran’s condition had become more and more serious. His skin was 

burning hot, and his lips had even turned purple. 

Tang Yitian and Jennifer waited anxiously on the side, but they didn’t dare to disturb Xia ruofei. They 

were burning with anxiety. 

Not to mention the fact that the plane was 30000 feet in the air, even if they were on the ground, Tang 

Yitian was very clear that little Haoran’s condition couldn’t be treated by a doctor. 

In the past, when little Haoran was in such a situation, they could only lower his temperature physically 

and wait for him to recover on his own. However, each time it acted up, it would be more serious than 

the previous one. This time, it was even more life – threatening. 

Tang Yitian and Jennifer both felt quite helpless. 

At this moment, Xia ruofei opened his eyes. Without hesitation, he carried little Haoran down from his 

seat and placed him on the floor. Then, he made little Haoran sit cross – legged. 

Xia ruofei immediately sat down cross – legged behind little Haoran. He placed his palms on the Xinshu 

point on little Haoran’s back, closed his eyes, and released his spiritual energy into little Haoran’s 

meridians. 

Lin Qiao, Tang Yitian, and his wife were all nervously watching. Tang Yitian’s eyes flashed with a trace of 

hope. Xia ruofei’s posture was obviously not the traditional Chinese medicine treatment posture. 

Moreover, Xia ruofei had blurted out that her meridians were blocked, which made Tang Yitian’s heart 

full of anticipation. 

There were many acupuncture points on the back of the human body, and all of them had the word 

“Yu” in their names. For example, the heart point, the liver point, the gallbladder point, the stomach 

point ... These acupuncture points all belonged to the bladder meridian of the foot sun. 

“Yu” meant “channel”. It was the channel between the internal organs and the surface of the body. The 

toxins in the internal organs could be discharged out of the body through the Yu acupuncture point. 

Xia ruofei chose this acupuncture point to better channel the innate pure Yang Qi in little Haoran’s 

meridians. He wanted to expel it from his body and guide it into his own meridians. 



When Xia ruofei’s spiritual energy entered little Haoran’s meridians through his Xinshu point, he 

immediately felt a strong sense of stagnation. His meridians seemed to be filled with a high 

concentration of pure Yang Qi. 

After Xia ruofei’s spiritual energy entered his meridians, he first tried to open up a narrow passage in his 

meridians so that little Haoran’s main meridians would not be completely blocked by the pure Yang Qi. 

He could also circulate his qi and blood to a limited extent to solve the urgent situation. 
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The pure Yang Qi in little Haoran’s body was too strong. Xia ruofei was already exhausted just by 

temporarily clearing his meridians. 

Fortunately, he had been taking the spirit nourishment soup regularly. In addition, he had recently been 

practicing how to draw the unlocking runes of the human – shaped jade talisman from a distance. His 

level of control over his mental power had greatly improved, so he was able to persist in one breath. 

When Xia ruofei’s spiritual energy broke through the last barrier and reconnected the main meridians in 

little Haoran’s body, his qi and blood started to flow slowly. 

In the eyes of Tang Yitian and the others, little Haoran’s symptoms were gradually getting better. The 

redness on his skin slowly faded away, and his tightly furrowed brows gradually relaxed. Although he 

hadn’t regained his consciousness yet, his condition had obviously improved. 

Tang Yitian and Jennifer couldn’t help but show a trace of joy. They held each other’s hands tightly, as if 

they were giving each other strength, but also cheering for little Haoran. 

At this moment, Xia ruofei’s T – Shirt was almost drenched in sweat and he looked exhausted. 

Xia ruofei could not help but smile bitterly in his heart. He had underestimated the innate pure Yang Qi 

in little Haoran’s body. 

He had yet to start guiding and absorbing the spiritual energy. Just opening up a ‘small path’ in his 

meridians to allow them to temporarily resume their flow had already consumed a huge amount of his 

spiritual energy. 

Xia ruofei slowly opened his eyes and retracted his hands from the Xinyu acupoint on little Haoran’s 

back. Jennifer quickly reached out to support little Haoran. 

Lin Qiao saw Xia ruofei’s exhausted look and took out a tissue to wipe his sweat. She asked in a low 

voice,””Brother ruofei, how are you?” 

Xia ruofei patted the back of Lin Qiao’s hand and comforted her with a smile,””I’m fine ...” 

However, Xia ruofei’s face was pale, he was sweating profusely, and his voice sounded tired. Both Tang 

Yitian and Jennifer were very touched when they saw this. 

Xia ruofei stood up and said,”Mr. Tang, I’ve temporarily helped little Haoran to clear the most serious 

blocked meridians in his body. His condition should be greatly relieved. Please let the plane fly to Sydney 

as planned!” 



Tang Yitian was overjoyed and quickly said,””Mr. Xia, thank you! Thank you! You’ve worked hard ...” 

Then, Tang Yitian quickly apologized to the purser and the flight attendant next to him, saying that he 

didn’t need to change the plane’s plan and land at the nearest airport. 

Jennifer also quickly expressed her gratitude to Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei said tiredly,”you two, I haven’t finished. Little Haoran’s condition is more serious. All my 

efforts just now only cleared his meridians temporarily. This is a temporary solution. Moreover ... I think 

his meridians will be blocked again in an hour or two at most.” 

Little Haoran’s condition was a gradual process. When his symptoms were discovered when he was very 

young, Tang Yitian must have invited many famous doctors to treat him. 

However, the innate pure Yang Qi in his body was still slowly being blocked. 

Three feet of ice could not be formed in a day. 

His illness on the plane this time was actually the result of the accumulation of pure Yang Qi in his body 

for many years. 

Xia ruofei used his spiritual power to force open a narrow channel for his qi and blood to circulate. 

However, the pure Yang Qi in his body did not decrease, so the channel would be blocked again very 

quickly. 

Tang Yitian’s and Jennifer’s expressions changed slightly when they heard this. Jennifer couldn’t help 

covering her mouth and sobbing helplessly. 

Xia ruofei was so tired that he looked like he had just been fished out of the water, but he could only 

help little Haoran gain half an hour’s time. In Jennifer’s opinion, it was obviously impossible to 

completely get out of the crisis. 

Tang Yitian looked at Xia ruofei pleadingly and said,””Mr. Xia, please save Haoran. I’m willing to pay any 

price!” 

Xia ruofei wiped his sweat and said,”Mr. Tang, Ms. Annie, don’t worry. I’ve used up a lot of energy just 

now. I need some time to recover. I’ll try another method in half an hour before little Haoran’s 

meridians are completely blocked.” 

“Good, good, good! “Mr. Xia, you should rest first ...” Tang Yitian said quickly. 

Jennifer seemed to have grabbed onto a life – saving straw and said,””Mr. Xia, I’ll leave it to you ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled weakly and said,””It was fate that little Haoran met us at the airport. He’s so cute, I 

won’t sit by and do nothing. Besides, Jennifer is my sister’s idol!” 

“Lin, I’ll give you a signed CD when we get to Sydney,” Jennifer’s echo said to Lin Qiao.”What do you 

think?” 

Lin Qiao covered her mouth in excitement and said,”A limited edition Jennifer’s echo? And your 

signature? I’m not dreaming, right?” 



As Jennifer’s die – hard Fan, Lin Qiao naturally knew about this famous album. 

It was the most powerful team formed by the entertainment companies under Tang Yitian after Jennifer 

announced her retirement from the entertainment industry. They carefully selected ten of the most 

classic songs of Jennifer’s acting career and then re – performed them by Jennifer. 

Some of these songs were famous when Jennifer had just made her debut. After years of precipitation, 

Jennifer re – performed it and appeared to have a different flavor. 

The most important thing was that this was actually a gift from Tang Yitian to Jennifer. There were only 

500 of them in the world and they had never been sold publicly. 

Among Jennifer’s fans, it was definitely a Grand – Level collection. 

On Jennifer’s fan Forum, there were even rich people who offered to buy it for 100000 dollars, but if a 

real Jennifer fan was lucky enough to get such an album, they would not sell it no matter how much 

money they were offered. 

When Lin Qiao heard that Jennifer wanted to give her an autographed “Jennifer’s echo,”she fell into a 

great happiness, as if she was in a dream. 

Xia ruofei looked at Lin Qiao with a smile, thinking,”is this the legendary brain – dead fan?” As long as 

she could save little Haoran, Jennifer would agree without hesitation to hold a concert for Lin Qiao, let 

alone an album. 

However, Xia ruofei didn’t care about Lin Qiao. He was very fond of his sister. As long as Lin Qiao liked 

her, it was fine. 

Xia ruofei returned to his seat and reached into his bag to take out a bottle of dark brown Medicine. 

This was the spirit nurturing soup that Xia ruofei had asked Xia Qing to brew in the space through his 

spiritual sense. 

He had just secretly calculated the time, and today was just the right day to take the spirit nurturing 

soup. So after clearing little Haoran’s meridians, he immediately used his spiritual sense to inform Xia 

Qing to boil a portion of it in the spirit map space and put it in a mineral water bottle. 

Because time flowed 30 times faster at the Archean realm than the outside world, Xia Qing had already 

prepared the spirit nurturing soup while Xia ruofei was talking to Tang Yitian and the others. 

Xia ruofei reached into his bag to fool people. In fact, he took out the soup from the space. 

Taking the spirit nourishment soup at this time would not only speed up the recovery of mental power, 

but it would also increase it to a certain extent. 

Although the strength of his mental power had reached this level, and the increase of the spirit 

nourishment soup was not as strong as it was at the beginning, it was still a drop in the bucket. Perhaps 

it could play a key role when he guided little Haoran to absorb the pure Yang Qi. 

Xia ruofei unscrewed the bottle cap and gulped down the soup. Then, he sat on the chair, closed his 

eyes, and began to recuperate. 



Tang Yitian and the others were afraid of disturbing Xia ruofei, so they didn’t even dare to breathe 

loudly. Tang Yitian even stayed by Xia ruofei’s side, as if he was protecting little Haoran’s last hope. 

Time passed by, and the cabin was silent. Only the sound of the plane’s engine, which had been 

suppressed by layers of noise, still stubbornly entered everyone’s ears. 

About half an hour later, Xia ruofei had finally finished absorbing the essence of the soup. He had fully 

recovered his spiritual power and even improved a little. 

Xia ruofei opened his eyes and stood up.””Jennifer, bring little Haoran over!” 
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Hearing this, Jennifer quickly carried little Haoran to the seat beside Xia ruofei. Xia ruofei took the child 

from her hands and placed him on the aisle of the cabin, sitting cross – legged. 

Xia ruofei sat down cross – legged behind little Haoran, his hands skillfully pressing on the Xinshu point 

on his back. 

Xia ruofei’s spiritual energy seeped out of his body and entered little Haoran’s meridians through the 

Xinshu point. He quickly checked the meridians that had been cleared just now and found that they 

were indeed blocked again. 

Xia ruofei didn’t dare to delay and quickly followed Xia Qing’s instructions. He didn’t forcefully clear his 

meridians, but instead controlled his spiritual power to wrap wisps of pure Yang Qi through the bladder 

meridian of the foot of the sun and finally transmitted it out from the Xinshu point. 

Then, the pure Yang Qi entered Xia ruofei’s pericardium meridian through the laogong acupoint on his 

palm. 

The moment the innate pure Yang Qi entered his body, Xia ruofei instantly felt a burning warm current. 

His heart trembled and he quickly focused his energy to guide the innate pure Yang Qi to circulate in his 

meridians. 

Following the simple technique that Xia Qing had provided, the pure Yang Qi entered Xia ruofei’s 

dantian after passing through a few meridians. 

Although Xia Qing’s magic art was simple and easy to understand, the effect was still very good. 

Although the innate pure Yang Qi came from little Haoran’s body, after Xia ruofei’s meridians circulated 

it, the initial rejection had completely disappeared. It obediently stayed in Xia ruofei’s dantian. 

Xia ruofei felt his lower abdomen warm up and his body seemed to be stronger than usual. 

Xia ruofei had no time to care about the changes in his body. He gathered his spirit and once again sent 

his spiritual energy into little Haoran’s body. Then, he wrapped it around the innate pure Yang Qi and 

repeated the process. 

Time passed by. 



Xia ruofei’s forehead started to sweat again. His hair was almost drenched and steam was rising from it. 

Tang Yitian, Jennifer, and Lin Qiao were so nervous that they didn’t even dare to breathe. They stared at 

Xia ruofei and little Haoran without blinking. 

Xia ruofei was like a hardworking Porter, guiding the pure Yang Qi from little Haoran’s body into his 

own. 

He was already fully focused and was almost completely unaware of the outside world. He didn’t even 

feel the occasional small bumps on the plane. 

However, this kind of work was very exhausting. Xia ruofei’s spiritual power was being consumed rapidly 

as he guided the energy. 
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The amount of innate pure Yang Qi in his dantian was also increasing. 

With this, the difficulty for Xia ruofei to guide the pure Yang Qi was gradually decreasing. However, the 

speed of spiritual energy consumption was still very fast. 

When Xia ruofei had absorbed about a quarter of the pure Yang Qi in little Haoran’s body, he felt a dull 

pain in his head. He also felt that his spiritual power output was lacking. 

He knew that the spiritual power in his sea of consciousness was about to be exhausted. If he continued 

to hold on, he would definitely damage his Foundation. 

Hence, Xia ruofei slowly retracted his spiritual energy. However, he still maintained his original posture. 

After retracting his spiritual energy, Xia ruofei guided the innate pure Yang Qi that was absorbed into his 

body and circulated it a few times in his body according to the technique that Xia Qing had taught him. 

After feeling that the pure yang genuine Qi could be used more freely, Xia ruofei sent it back to his 

dantian. 

Then, Xia ruofei slowly opened his eyes. 

Tang Yitian and Jennifer couldn’t help but become more nervous. They stared at Xia ruofei, hoping to 

find some clues from his expression. 

Xia ruofei looked pale and tired, but he still smiled at the two of them and said,””Mr. Tang, Ms. Annie, 

little Haoran’s condition has greatly improved. He should wake up in a while.” 

Tang Yitian was overjoyed and quickly said,””Mr. Xia, I don’t know how to thank you, I ...” 

Tang Yitian started to choke up as he spoke. He was a Playboy when he was young and never had a 

family. Later, he met Jennifer, and his heart was finally settled. When he was 39 years old, little Haoran 

was born. Although he didn’t have a son at an old age, he really loved this only child to the bone. 

Little Haoran’s health had always been poor, especially in the past few years. Tang Yitian had been very 

worried about him. 



Never in his wildest dreams would he have thought that a young man he met by chance at the airport 

would actually save little Haoran from such a critical situation. 

Could it be that this was destined? 

Jennifer was so excited that her eyes were filled with tears. She held little Haoran tightly and said to Xia 

ruofei,””Mr. Xia, thank you ... Thank you. You’re so ... So kind to our family ...” 

Tang Yitian tacitly reminded her,””This is the same as rebirth!” 

“Yes, yes, yes! It’s the same as rebirth!” Jennifer said quickly, and then she said a little 

embarrassedly,”my Chinese is not very good and I don’t know how to express my gratitude to you.” 

Lin Qiao, who was full of emotions, witnessed this touching scene from the side. Her eyes were red at 

first, but when she saw Jennifer’s expression, she could not help but burst out laughing. 

The star idol that she had once admired so much, the God – like existence in her heart, this impression 

had gradually become a real person with blood, flesh, and feelings. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”It’s fate that we met. Little Haoran and we are fated!” 

“Yes, yes, yes, this must be fate!” Tang Yitian also said. 

In the VIP room of the airport, Tang Yitian felt that Xia ruofei had a calmness that didn’t match his age. 

At the same time, his otherworldly temperament left a good impression on him. 

That was why he chatted with Xia ruofei and Lin Qiao for a while and even gave Xia ruofei his name card. 

In fact, Xia ruofei was the same. 

He didn’t know that Tang Yitian was a super – rich man in Australia, nor did he know that Jennifer was a 

big star. Of course, even if he knew, he still had a very indifferent attitude when dealing with them. 

However, unlike many people who wanted to show off their wealth after they had a little bit of money, 

Tang Yitian and his wife had always been friendly, which made Xia ruofei have a good impression of 

them. In addition, little Haoran was so cute, so Xia ruofei would do his best to help him. 

“Mr. Tang, after the treatment just now, little Haoran shouldn’t act up in the short term, but the hidden 

dangers in his body haven’t been completely removed yet ...” Xia ruofei said to Tang Yitian. 

Tang Yitian couldn’t help but worry. 

Xia ruofei smiled. Without waiting for Tang Yitian to ask, he said,””It’s mainly because my strength is 

limited, so I can’t get rid of the hidden danger in one go. However, the crisis has passed. After the plane 

lands, I’ll be in my best condition. After treating little Haoran once or twice, he should be completely 

back to normal.” 

“Okay, okay ... Mr. Xia, I’ll leave everything to you!” Tang Yitian quickly said. Oh, right ...” 

After saying that, Tang Yitian quickly walked back to the business class to take his password – protected 

suitcase. He quickly opened it and took out a gold pen and a checkbook. 

“Mr. Tang, what are you doing ...” Xia ruofei quickly said. 



Before Xia ruofei could finish his words, Tang Yitian had already signed a check and handed it to Xia 

ruofei. 

Tang Yitian said sincerely,”Mr. Xia, compared to your great kindness, I know it’s not very appropriate to 

talk about money. However, you almost collapsed because you worked so hard to treat Haoran’s illness. 

This is just a small token of my appreciation. You can take it and buy some supplements to nourish your 

body. I will thank you in the future!” 

Xia ruofei didn’t reach out for the check. He just glanced at it and smiled.”Mr. Tang, this little thought of 

yours is a bit scary! What kind of supplement costs ten million US dollars?” 

Lin Qiao couldn’t help but exclaim when she heard 10 million US dollars. Then, she quickly covered her 

mouth. 

Although she, a qualified fan, knew that Jennifer’s husband was a super – rich man, it was only on the 

internet. When she saw Tang Yitian sign a check for ten million dollars to thank Xia ruofei, she was really 

shocked. 

“Compared to Haoran’s life, let alone ten million US dollars, even a hundred million or a billion is 

nothing,” said Tang Yitian seriously. This little bit of money is really just a small gift from me. Mr. Xia, 

please accept it!” 

“That’s right, Mr. Xia,” Jennifer said,”please give us a chance to express our gratitude!” 

Xia ruofei also said seriously,”Mr. Tang, Ms. Annie, I’m not treating little Haoran for the consultation fee. 

Besides, you’re giving me too much money. A gentleman loves money and has his own way of getting it. 

I can’t accept this money.” 

Xia ruofei was a man of principle. The last time he received the consultation fee from Hengfeng group’s 

MA Xiong, he had rejected it a few times and accepted it. However, this time, he was the one who took 

the initiative to treat little Haoran. On the other hand, he could also benefit greatly from the treatment. 

Hence, under such circumstances, Xia ruofei would not accept the payment no matter what. 

Xia ruofei’s words made Tang Yitian and Jennifer feel a deep sense of respect. Beside him, Lin Qiao’s 

beautiful eyes were also filled with a strange light. She couldn’t help but look at Xia ruofei, her eyes full 

of worship and a trace of a different kind of emotion. 

“Mr. Xia,” Tang Yitian forced a smile,”I, Tang Yitian, have never taken back the things I’ve given. But 

you’re Haoran’s Savior ...” 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”Mr. Tang, why don’t you donate this money to charity? doing more good deeds is 

also good for little Haoran!” 

“Good idea!” Tang Yitian’s eyes lit up. Mr. Xia, after we get off the plane, I’ll immediately donate this 

money to Chinese charity organizations in your name!” 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment. He quickly waved his hand and said,””No, no, no. How can you 

use my name to pay for your money?” 



“It’s the same, the same!” Tang Yitian said with a big smile,”this way, not only can I accumulate good 

karma for Haoran, but I can also accumulate good karma for you, Mr. Xia! It’s decided!” 

“Good idea!” Jennifer also gave him a thumbs up with a smile. 

Even Lin Qiao joined in and said,””Brother ruofei, it’s a donation anyway. Isn’t it the same whose name 

we use? Don’t decline!” 

Xia ruofei nodded helplessly and said,””Where are you guys ...” 

Tang Yitian saw that Xia ruofei didn’t object anymore, so he said happily,””Mr. Xia, why don’t we set up 

a charity fund under your name? this money can be used as the starting capital. In the future, the Meiya 

group will continue to invest more money in it every year. How about we call it ... The Xia ruofei fund?” 

Xia ruofei quickly said,”don ‘t!” I don’t want to have to wear sunglasses when I go out ...” 

“Hahaha ...” Tang Yitian couldn’t help but look at his wife and laughed. He continued,”but it’s such a big 

sum of money to donate to other charity organizations. There’s a problem with supervision!” I think it’s 

better to set up a separate charity fund. ” 

Tang Yitian continued to explain,”first of all, I’m inclined to invest this sum of money in China. After all, 

my roots are there. However, the chaos in the domestic charity industry makes me feel uneasy, so I 

personally prefer to set up a foundation. This way, I can ensure that good things can be done with good 

intentions, and not let some people fill their own pockets.” 

“I agree, but the name of the foundation can’t be ...” Xia ruofei nodded. 

“Allan! Alan, you’re awake? How do you feel?” 

Xia ruofei was interrupted by Jennifer’s excited voice. 

Everyone quickly looked over and saw little Haoran’s eyelashes moving a few times. Then, he slowly 

opened his eyes and revealed a confused look ... 
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Xia ruofei and Tang Yitian also quickly walked over. 

After little Haoran woke up, he called out weakly,””Father, mother ...” 

“Woof! Baby, how are you?” Jennifer asked as she held little Haoran tightly. 

Little Haoran said,”I felt so hot just now!” It felt like I was in a stove, and then I can’t remember ... Mom, 

will I die?” 

Jennifer’s tears flowed down at once and she quickly said,””No, no... With Mr. Xia here, you’ll be fine ...” 

“Haoran, come and thank Mr. Xia!” Tang Yitian said hurriedly. It was Mr. Xia who saved you!” 

Little Haoran looked at Xia ruofei in Jennifer’s arms and said sensibly,””Thank you, brother!” 

“Haoran, you should call him Mr. Xia!” Tang Yitian corrected him. 



When they met at the airport, little Haoran called Xia ruofei “brother” and “sister”. In fact, it was more 

intimate. Besides, Xia ruofei and Lin Qiao were both very young, so Tang Yitian and the others would 

never correct them. 

But now, it was different. Tang Yitian knew that Xia ruofei was an extraordinary person, and his life 

experience had taught him a lot of things that ordinary people didn’t understand. He knew that such an 

extraordinary person must be treated with respect. 

Otherwise, even though he was all – Powerful in Australia and had wealth comparable to a country, 

people would still not care about a rich man like him. 

Xia ruofei smiled and waved his hand.””It’s okay. It’s nice to call me brother. It’s kind and makes me look 

younger ...” 

“This ...” Tang Yitian was in a difficult position. 

Jennifer was a Westerner, so she did not have a strong sense of Chinese etiquette and seniority. She also 

said with a smile,””Isaac, since Xia said so, then let Allan call him brother! Alan has such a capable 

brother, no one will dare to bully him in the future!” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”Little Haoran has such excellent parents. Who would dare to bully him?” 

Little Haoran was still a child, so he didn’t understand the adults ‘jokes. He just looked at them with a 

blank face. 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”Haoran, come here. I’ll examine you again.” 
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Jennifer quickly put little Haoran down and then patted him on the shoulder. 

They had known each other at the airport. Besides, Xia ruofei and Lin Qiao were very approachable, so 

little Haoran was not shy and obediently walked to Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei carried little Haoran to his lap and reached out to feel his pulse. 

Although Xia ruofei had used up a lot of his spiritual energy, it was not a problem for him to just check it 

out. 

His mental energy seeped into little Haoran’s pulse and started to flow through his meridians. 

Xia ruofei realized that after a quarter of the pure Yang Qi in his body had been absorbed, the blocked 

meridians in little Haoran’s body had greatly improved. There was still a large amount of pure Yang Qi in 

his body, but it would not cause his meridians to be completely blocked. 

In other words, the qi and blood in little Haoran’s body could already be barely circulated, so those 

terrifying symptoms gradually subsided, and he also woke up. 

After Xia ruofei checked, he raised his head and said,””It’s not a big problem for the time being. After 

the plane lands, I’ll go to your house to unblock little Haoran’s meridians again. Then, I’ll do it one last 

time before I return to China. This hidden danger should be completely solved.” 



Tang Yitian was overjoyed and thanked Jennifer repeatedly. 

Little Haoran was still a little dispirited and it was getting late. It was almost Teno’ clock in the evening 

when the plane took off, so after everyone chatted for a while, Jennifer brought him to the other side of 

the seat to rest. 

Tang Yitian still wanted to chat with Xia ruofei for a while, so Lin Qiao gave up her seat obediently and 

went to the other side where Jennifer was. 

Jennifer was carrying little Haoran. There was an empty seat on the other side. Lin Qiao finally had the 

opportunity to get close to her idol, so she sat there and chatted with Jennifer. 

Jennifer was very friendly and did not put on any airs. In addition, Lin Qiao’s brother, Xia ruofei, was now 

little Haoran’s Savior, so Jennifer was naturally very friendly to Lin Qiao and the two of them had a very 

warm conversation. 

On the other side, Tang Yitian and Xia ruofei were still talking about the charity fund. 

Tang Yitian was still inclined to establish a “Xia ruofei Foundation,” but Xia ruofei was firmly opposed to 

it. 

Ten million US dollars was definitely not a small charity fund. If it really had such a name, he could forget 

about keeping a low profile. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,””Mr. Tang, I appreciate your good intentions, but I think it’s 

better for us to each take half a step back. This new fund will be named after my company!” 

“Oh? Mr. Xia has his own company? What industry is it?” Tang Yitian was a successful businessman, so 

he asked with great interest. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”I can’t compare to your business empire. I’m just a small fry.” My company is mainly 

engaged in the production and sales of high – end agricultural products, including vegetables, fruits, 

meat, and some high – Quality Chinese medicine. ” 

“Paradise Corporation? That’s a good name!” Tang Yitian exclaimed in admiration,”then let’s call this 

Charity Foundation ‘paradise Foundation’! In addition ... My company’s main business is in the retail 

industry, so I think we should have many opportunities to cooperate in the future. ” 
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Paradise Corporation was quite famous in Sanshan city and even in the southeast province. However, it 

was still an unfamiliar name to Tang Yitian, who was in Australia. Moreover, Xia ruofei was so young, so 

Tang Yitian naturally thought that the company wouldn’t be very big. 

Xia ruofei nodded.”Our company is also planning to expand into the Australian market. We’ll definitely 

need to look for business partners.” 

“No problem, no problem!” Tang Yitian quickly said. If you have any difficulties in your business in 

Australia, you can come to me at any time. ” 



Tang Yitian was worried that he wouldn’t be able to repay Xia ruofei’s great kindness. If he could help 

Xia ruofei with his business, he would be more than happy to do so. 

Although he had saved Xia ruofei’s life and there was no way he could repay him, he would feel more at 

ease if he could do something for Xia ruofei. 

Then, Tang Yitian took out a gold – stamped business card from his pocket and handed it to Xia ruofei, 

saying,””Mr. Xia, my personal number is on this. You can find me at any time if you need anything!” 

Although Tang Yitian had already given Xia ruofei his business card at the airport, it was the ordinary 

business card he usually used in business activities. He had given it to many people. 

However, this kind of gold – stamped business card was completely different. Only his close friends 

could have it. The phone number on it was Tang Yitian’s private number, which only a few people knew. 

With Tang Yitian’s status in Australia, even the important officials of New South Wales were not 

qualified to have his private phone number. 

This showed how much importance Tang Yitian attached to Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei took the business card with a smile and gave his own to Tang Yitian. Xia ruofei had never 

prepared a business card before, but under Feng Jing’s strong request, he finally agreed to the 

company’s administrative office to make a batch for him. 

The card looked very ordinary, and the content printed on it was also very simple. It was the chairman of 

peach blossom company, Xia ruofei, and his mobile number was on it. 

Xia ruofei rarely participated in business activities. Most of the necessary social activities were done by 

Feng Jing, so his business card was almost useless. Before he left the country, he had randomly thought 

of it and carried a few with him. 

In a sense, Xia ruofei’s business card was similar to Tang Yitian’s gold – stamped business card. Few 

people could get Xia ruofei’s business card. 

“Mr. Tang, please call me at any time if there’s anything wrong with little Haoran,” Xia ruofei handed 

over his business card. 

Tang Yitian hurriedly kept Xia ruofei’s business card close to his body and sincerely expressed his 

gratitude again. 

Then, the two of them chatted for a while. Tang Yitian also took the initiative to talk about little 

Haoran’s situation. 
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It turned out that little Haoran was very healthy when he was just born. However, when he was one 

year old, he often felt hot all over his body, and his body became weaker, often falling sick. 



In fact, little Haoran’s meridians were filled with innate pure yang energy, and he couldn’t get it out. As 

a result, his qi and blood couldn’t flow as smoothly as ordinary people, so he naturally became weak and 

sickly. 

However, Tang Yitian and his wife didn’t know about it at first, so they thought that little Haoran was 

sick. 

With Tang Yitian’s wealth and influence, he could easily invite many famous doctors to treat little 

Haoran. 

However, these famous doctors could not do anything. They could not even find out the cause of the 

illness. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,””Little Haoran isn’t sick at all. The doctor must be helpless.” 

“Isn’t that so?”Tang Yitian forced a smile. It was just that we didn’t know at first. We took Haoran to see 

many doctors, but there was no improvement at all. Later, an elder of mine who was proficient in 

numerology made a divination for Haoran. The divination showed that Haoran’s situation was very 

dangerous, but there seemed to be a chance of survival. My elder clearly expressed that this chance of 

survival would fall in the ancestral land of the East, Huaxia. ” 

“I didn’t expect Mr. Tang to believe in fortune – telling.” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“My senior is quite amazing. If there’s a chance in the future, I’ll introduce you to him. You’ll know 

then.” “We thought about it and thought that it was most likely related to Chinese medicine. So, we 

often returned to China to visit famous Chinese medical Masters. However, we were always 

disappointed ...” Tang Yitian continued. 

Speaking of this, Tang Yitian looked deeply at Xia ruofei and said,””I didn’t know until today that the 

divination that my elder analyzed, which said that Haoran’s only chance of survival fell in Huaxia, was 

actually referring to you, Mr. Xia!” 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment, then he smiled and said,””Isn’t this a little too absurd?” 

Tang Yitian said seriously,””Mr. Xia, a lot of things might really be predestined ... We planned to stay a 

little longer on this trip back to China, so we took a private plane back to Australia first. However, I got 

news this afternoon that a famous United States medical professor is going to visit Australia, and he will 

only stay for half a day. We wanted to ask him to take a look at Haoran, but we didn’t have enough time 

to use the private plane, so we booked the fastest flight. It was this series of coincidences that allowed 

our family to be lucky enough to meet you. I feel like it’s destined ...” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but feel that this was too much of a coincidence. It was a small probability event. 

Let’s not talk about anything else. Even taking an ordinary flight was extremely rare for Tang Yitian’s 

family. 
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However, if Tang Yitian’s elder could even predict this, Xia ruofei would never believe it. 



Of course, even if he didn’t believe it, Xia ruofei wasn’t so bored as to convince Tang Yitian to accept his 

point of view. So, he just smiled and changed the topic. 

The two of them sat and chatted for a while. Soon, it was midnight in China. 

Tang Yitian knew that Xia ruofei had consumed a lot of energy to save Tang Haoran, so he didn’t dare to 

disturb her for too long. He got up and returned to business class. 

Xia ruofei called the flight attendants over to help him and Lin Qiao’s seats become a soft single bed. 

Then, he asked them to bring two blankets over. 

After the flight attendant made the bed, Xia ruofei called Lin Qiao, who was in the middle of a 

conversation, back to her seat to rest. 

On the other side, little Haoran had already fallen asleep in Jennifer’s arms. 

Lin Qiao said hello to Jennifer reluctantly before returning to her seat and lying down. 

Xia ruofei wrapped himself in a blanket and a shirt. He had used up a lot of his energy today and was 

extremely tired. He soon fell asleep with the faint sound of the plane’s engine. 

Before Xia ruofei fell asleep, he could still hear Lin Qiao tossing and turning in bed across the aisle. 

Obviously, everything that happened today made Lin Qiao so excited that she couldn’t fall asleep for a 

while. 

When Xia ruofei woke up the next morning, he saw that Lin Qiao was still sleeping soundly in the 

blanket. 

Xia ruofei didn’t disturb Lin Qiao. He got up quietly and stretched his body in the aisle. Then, he took out 

his bag and went to the first – Class washroom to brush his teeth, wash his face, and shave. 

After cleaning up, Xia ruofei walked out in high spirits. After a night’s sleep, he had recovered most of 

the spiritual energy he had used up yesterday. 

At this time, he found that Lin Qiao had also woken up. She was sitting on her seat and rubbing her 

sleepy eyes. 

“Qiao’ er, go and wash up first!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”have some breakfast later. The plane will 

land soon ...” 

“Oh, I know ...” Lin Qiao said with a trace of sleepiness. 
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Just as Lin Qiao went to wash up, Xia ruofei saw that Jennifer and little Haoran had also woken up. Xia 

ruofei smiled and greeted them. 

“Good Morning, brother!” Little Haoran politely greeted Xia ruofei and looked at him with a more 

intimate gaze. 

“Good Morning, Haoran!” Xia ruofei smiled and asked,”how was your sleep?” 



“I slept very comfortably! I didn’t dream of those flaming monsters chasing me last night ...”Little 

Haoran said.” Mom said it was all because brother helped me yesterday. Brother is so powerful!” You 

can even defeat those flaming monsters!” 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment, and then he couldn’t help but laugh. 

“Haoran,” he said,”those monsters are only temporarily hiding. I’ll help you heal again and drive those 

monsters far away, okay?” 

“Good, good!” Little Haoran said happily,”thank you, brother!” 

Xia ruofei continued,”I might feel a little uncomfortable when I’m chasing the monsters away for you. 

You have to hang in there and don’t move. Can you do it?” 

“Sure!” Little Haoran raised his little face and said,”I’m so brave! She never cries when she gets an 

injection!” 

Jennifer, who was next to him, could not help but smile when she heard that, but her eyes were a little 

wet. She was thinking of the suffering that Haoran had suffered from since he was a child, which might 

be unbearable for adults. 

Xia ruofei nodded and said,”okay, then come to big brother’s side!” Big brother will help you fight the 

monsters!” 

At this time, Tang Yitian walked over from the business class. He was surprised to hear this and 

asked,””Mr. Xia, are you going to give Haoran a second treatment now?” 
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Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.”I’m almost fully recovered after a nap. I think I should strike while the 

iron is hot and do another treatment. The plane will land in about two hours.” 

“Isn’t this too hard on you?”Tang Yitian asked, touched. 

Xia ruofei smiled and waved his hand,”it’s fine!” The sooner the blocked meridians in little Haoran’s 

body are resolved, the sooner his physique will return to normal. If it wasn’t for the fact that he might 

not be able to withstand it due to his young age, I would have simply finished all three treatments today. 

” 

Xia ruofei paused and continued,””My friend will be picking him up in Sydney. It’s not good to leave him 

at your house. I’ll treat little Haoran again on the plane. Then, I’ll go to your house again before I return 

to China. I should be able to completely solve the hidden danger.” 

“Alright, alright.” Tang Yitian nodded.”We’ll follow Mr. Xia’s arrangements. But you must come to my 

house a little earlier so that I can have the opportunity to be a good host.” 

“No problem!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 



At this time, little Haoran had already come to Xia ruofei’s side. Xia ruofei squatted down and looked at 

him, saying,””Haoran, sit cross – legged, I’m about to fight the flaming monster in your body. I might feel 

a little hot in a while, so you must hold it in and not move, understand?” 

“I’ll remember that, brother!” Little Haoran said sensibly. 

The seat had not been retracted after it was flattened last night, so the treatment was carried out on Xia 

ruofei’s seat. 

Little Haoran sat cross – legged according to the posture Xia ruofei had taught him. Xia ruofei quickly sat 

behind little Haoran and pressed his hands on little Haoran’s Xinyu acupoint. 

Tang Yitian and Jennifer also hurried to Xia ruofei’s side to prevent others from disturbing him. 

Xia ruofei’s spiritual energy seeped out of his body and entered little Haoran’s heart acupuncture point. 

He started to guide and absorb the enormous amount of innate pure Yang Qi in his body. 

As they had already done it last night, Xia ruofei was very familiar with it. 

Moreover, after a quarter of the innate pure Yang Qi was absorbed, the concentration had decreased a 

little. It was also much easier for Xia ruofei to use his spiritual power to wrap and carry them. 

In other words, he was much more efficient than yesterday. 

Of course, using the invisible mental power to guide the innate pure Yang Qi was still very exhausting. 

Time passed by. 

Soon, Xia ruofei’s clothes were drenched in sweat again, and steam began to rise from the top of his 

head. 

Xia ruofei could feel that his spiritual energy was being consumed rapidly, but he gritted his teeth and 

persevered. 

He hoped that he could use this opportunity to absorb as much pure Yang Qi as possible. 

The lesser the pure Yang Qi in little Haoran’s body, the smoother his qi and blood circulation would be, 

and his physique would naturally be stronger. 

After Xia ruofei had absorbed the innate pure Yang Qi, it would follow the spiritual energy and run a few 

small cycles through the specific meridians before returning to his dantian. 

Xia ruofei could feel the warmth in his lower abdomen becoming more and more obvious. He could also 

feel the enormous energy contained in the innate pure Yang Qi. 

In Xia Qing’s words, this was a great opportunity for him. 

This innate pure Yang Qi would have an unexpected effect on Xia ruofei’s future cultivation. 

Little Haoran’s performance was also very good. 

Xia ruofei knew that when the innate pure Yang Qi circulated through the meridians, the entire Meridian 

would feel a burning sensation. Xia ruofei’s body was very strong and could easily withstand it. 



However, little Haoran was only a seven or eight – year – old child and had a weak body for a long time. 

This process was actually quite painful. 

However, the sensible little Haoran had been gritting his teeth and persevering. Except for his body 

trembling slightly, he did not make a sound and his body did not move at all. 

Jennifer, who was on the side, saw her son’s pained expression and her heart ached and she was 

worried. 

Lin Qiao was more concerned about Xia ruofei. Since yesterday, this was the third time Xia ruofei had 

been so exhausted. 

In Lin Qiao’s memory, she had never seen Xia ruofei so exhausted. 

Xia ruofei persevered and used what little mental energy he had left to wrap and guide little Haoran’s 

innate pure Yang Qi into his body for the last time. 

After a few rounds of circulation and absorbing all the energy into his dantian, Xia ruofei slowly opened 

his eyes. 

Xia ruofei checked little Haoran’s body condition before he removed his hand. 

The effect of this treatment was obviously better than the last time. The remaining innate pure Yang Qi 

in little Haoran’s body was basically only about one – third of the original amount. 

Most of the meridians in his body were in a clear state, and the circulation of qi and blood in his body 

was also much smoother than after the first treatment yesterday. 

It could be said that little Haoran’s physique was almost the same as an ordinary child ‘s, at most slightly 

weaker. 

Of course, this innate pure Yang Qi was still too much for the weak little Haoran. Xia ruofei still needed 

to treat him once to completely remove the hidden danger. 

Xia ruofei retracted his palm and smiled.””Haoran, your performance was great and very brave! You can 

get up now!” 

Little Haoran immediately got up and jumped off Xia ruofei’s seat. 

His movements were very agile, and one look at his condition and one could tell that he was much 

better than before. 

“Thank you, brother! I feel so comfortable now! I’ve never felt so comfortable before!” Little Haoran 

said happily as he held Xia ruofei’s hand. 
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In fact, from yesterday to today, Xia ruofei had already used his spiritual power three times to enter 

little Haoran’s meridians. Hence, little Haoran had unconsciously developed a sense of closeness to Xia 

ruofei. 



This was because mental energy was actually a type of wave. Everyone’s mental energy had a unique 

wave and frequency. Xia ruofei’s mental energy had been circulating through little Haoran’s meridians 

many times, so he naturally felt a sense of familiarity with this wave and frequency. 

Although he was young, he knew that Xia ruofei was helping him, so he was especially close to Xia 

ruofei. 

Xia ruofei also liked little Haoran very much. He gently pinched little Haoran’s face and smiled,””Then 

after a while, big brother will help you heal again and completely destroy those flaming monsters, 

okay?” 

“Good, good!” Little Haoran cheered and jumped for joy,”brother, you must help me destroy them. 

These monsters are so bad. They chase me in my dreams every day and want to burn me to death with 

fire ...” 

Xia ruofei’s heart trembled. This child was only six or seven years old. He must have suffered a lot ... 

He squatted down and gently put his arm around little Haoran’s shoulder, saying,””Don’t worry! With 

big brother here, those flaming monsters will never appear again!” 

“En!” Little Haoran nodded heavily. 

Tang Yitian’s eyes were a little red, and Jennifer, who was more emotional, had long burst into tears. In 

her tears, there was the joy of her son’s escape from death, and also the heartache for his suffering all 

these years. 

Lin Qiao’s eyes were also a little wet. The scene in front of Yingying was too touching. 

Xia ruofei’s treatment of little Haoran lasted for about an hour. After they had chatted for a while, they 

heard a “ding” sound and the seat belt indicator light in the cabin lit up. 

There was still a while before the plane began to descend, and the purser also informed everyone to 

return to their seats and fasten their seat belts. 

Everyone returned to their seats. Xia ruofei asked the flight attendant to restore his and Lin Qiao’s seats. 

Then, he sat back in his seat and buckled his seatbelt as required. 

The display in the first – Class cabin showed the real – time location of the plane. 

Xia ruofei saw that the plane was already very close to Sydney. At this time, the plane’s altitude and 

speed were both slowly decreasing. 

After more than 20 minutes, the jumbo jet passed through the clouds. As it descended, the view of 

Sydney could be seen from the porthole. 

From Xia ruofei’s side of the porthole, they could see Sydney’s Harbor Bridge. The plane had a turn 

above the harbor Bridge so that passengers could enjoy the beautiful scenery. 

In the distant port, white sails were scattered on the blue sea, like pearls inlaid in a blue curtain. 

The weather in Sydney was very good today. The sky was clear, and even further away, the Sydney 

Opera House, the Sydney Tower, and other landmark buildings could be seen. 



It was Lin Qiao’s first time in Australia, so she was very excited and couldn’t help looking out of the 

porthole. 

Xia ruofei smiled and introduced her to some of the landmark buildings that the plane had passed by. 

After another ten minutes, the plane finally landed smoothly on the runway of Sydney’s Kingford Smith 

Airport and began to taxied at high speed. 

Under the effect of the automatic braking and the reverse engine injection, the plane’s taxiing speed 

rapidly decreased and it quickly left the side of the runway. 

A few minutes later, the plane taxied smoothly to the parking lot, and the covered bridge slowly came 

closer. 

The cabin door opened. Under the enthusiastic smiles of the flight attendants, Xia ruofei and the others 

carried their luggage and walked out of the cabin. 

Lin Qiao took a deep breath and said naughtily,”Brother ruofei, is this the air of Australia? I don’t think 

it’s any sweeter than in China!” 

“Do you want to see if the moon in Australia is rounder than the moon in China tonight?” Xia ruofei 

teased. 

Lin Qiao burst into laughter. 

Soon, everyone passed through the covered bridge and walked into the terminal. They came to the 

luggage transfer area. Xia ruofei smiled at Tang Yitian and said,””Then let’s part here, Mr. Tang! Keep in 

touch later, I’ll let you know in advance before I return!” 

“Mr. Xia, are you really not going to visit me first?” Tang Yitian asked with a trace of regret. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”It’s okay. My friend came from Hunter Valley to pick me up. It’s not good to stand him 

up.” We should be staying in Australia for a while. Besides, I still have to treat little Haoran! You’ll have 

plenty of opportunities to be the host if you want to. ” 

Tang Yitian shrugged and said,”okay!” Then I’ll wait for your call!” 

Jennifer also said to Lin Qiao with a smile,””Lin, I look forward to the day we meet again. I’ll prepare an 

autographed CD of Jennifer’s echoes for you!” 

“Yeah!” Lin Qiao happily nodded. Thank you, Jennifer!” 

Both parties waved goodbye at the luggage wheel. Little Haoran even turned back to look at Xia ruofei 

with every step he took. He seemed to be a little reluctant to part with Xia ruofei. 

Xia ruofei had come into contact with a few children, including Ma Zhiming and Tian Huixin’s daughter, 

Huan Huan, Tian Huixin’s friend, Xue Biyun’s child, Chengcheng, and this time’s little Haoran. All of these 

children were very close to Xia ruofei. 

This was mainly due to the natural affinity Xia ruofei had after absorbing the petals of the spirit Heart 

Flower and drinking the soup of the spiritual gestment. 



Xia ruofei and Lin Qiao waited for a while at the luggage wheel before they got Lin Qiao’s extra – large 

suitcase. 

As it was winter in Australia, although there was central air conditioning in the airport and the 

temperature was maintained at about 24 to 25 degrees, it was still a little cold outside. 

Before they came, Xia ruofei and Lin Qiao had also checked the weather forecast for Sydney and Hunter 

Valley. The lowest temperature in winter in Australia was about five degrees, and the highest 

temperature during the day could reach 18 or even 20 degrees. 

Hence, Xia ruofei asked Lin Qiao to bring some warm clothes. 

After getting the luggage, Lin Qiao took out a cashmere sweater and put it on. Xia ruofei was still 

wearing a T – Shirt and jeans. The temperature was not cold at all to Xia ruofei. 

Before they left, Xia ruofei had reminded Lin Qiao of some things to take note of, including the things to 

pay attention to when passing the customs and the prohibition of bringing items into the country. 

During the descent of the plane, everyone had already filled in the entry card, so after the two of them 

went through the procedures at the customs counter, they took the entry card and walked directly to 

the green marked passage. 

This passage meant that there was no need to declare anything when entering. 

Last time, Xia ruofei had been deliberately made difficult by an Australian Customs officer at this entry 

passage. Later, the officer had also made things difficult for other Chinese tourists and even called them 

“China people.” At that time, elder Tang, who had been picking them up, was furious. He directly used 

the strongest legal team of shengbang Corporation in Australia to Sue the officer for racial 

discrimination. 

Although Xia ruofei had returned to the country, he was still paying attention to the progress of the 

case. The fat official could not compete with a big consortium like Sheng bang because Sheng bang did 

not care about the cost. The most famous lawyers in Australia had formed a team of lawyers to fight this 

small case. 

Moreover, the official was not clean to begin with. He cursed, threatened Chinese tourists, and used 

insulting titles. These were all conclusive evidence that the luggage inspection department had no blind 

spots. Whatever the fat pig said could not be hidden in front of the lip – reading expert. 

In the end, the charges of racial discrimination were established. Not only did the fat official lose his well 

– paid civil servant job, but he was also sentenced to three months in prison, fined 30000 Australian 

dollars, and deprived of the right to vote for three years. It could be said to be a rather heavy sentence. 

Perhaps it was because of the impact of the lawsuit that had caused quite a stir in Australia, Xia ruofei 

realized that the customs officials did not deliberately make things difficult for the Chinese tourists 

when they passed through the customs. 

Xia ruofei and Lin Qiao also passed the inspection without a hitch. 

Xia ruofei was pushing two suitcases, one big and one small. Lin Qiao followed behind him with a face 

full of excitement. The two of them walked out side by side. 



Many people were waiting outside to receive them, and many of them were holding signs with their 

names on them. 

“RUO Fei, this way, this way!” 

Xia ruofei heard Liang Qichao’s voice while he was looking for him. He turned around and saw Liang 

Qichao waving at him happily. 
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Liang Qichao was wearing a thin blue Coat, which was quite eye – catching in the crowd. However, Xia 

ruofei had not looked in his direction just now. 

It had only been a few months since they last met, and Liang Qichao had put on a lot of weight again. He 

was already a little chubby, but now he looked even more bloated. 

Xia ruofei smiled and waved at him. Then, he walked over to him with Lin Qiao. 

Liang Qichao was standing behind the yellow line. As soon as Xia ruofei crossed the line, Liang Qichao 

immediately came up and gave Xia ruofei a big hug. He laughed and said,””RUO Fei! Welcome to 

Australia!” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but roll his eyes and said,””Can you not be so enthusiastic? I can’t help but 

suspect your sexual orientation ...” 

“I just wanted to curry favor with the boss as soon as possible,” said Liang Qichao with a chuckle. I didn’t 

expect you to be so ungrateful ...” 

After saying that, Liang Qichao put on a heartbroken expression. 

Seeing Liang Qichao’s antics, Lin Qiao, who was beside Xia ruofei, couldn’t help but burst into laughter. 

Lin Qiao was very young and beautiful, and her smile had a different kind of charm. Liang Qichao was 

stunned for a moment before he came back to his senses and said,”Ruofei, this beautiful lady must be 

sister Lin Qiao! She’s indeed a natural beauty!” 

Lin Qiao’s invitation to Australia was prepared by Liang Qichao, so he naturally knew about Lin Qiao. 

However, one couldn’t tell anything from her ID photo. Today was the first time he saw her in person, so 

he couldn’t help but be amazed. 

He couldn’t help but suspect the real relationship between Xia ruofei and Lin Qiao. 

After all, Xia ruofei had a “criminal record” of Yingluo meeting Monica in Australia. Although Xia ruofei 

did not admit it, Liang Qichao knew that there was definitely a story between the two. 

This time, Xia ruofei brought such a beautiful and youthful ‘sister’ overseas for a trip. Was their 

relationship as simple as godblood? Liang Qichao was very suspicious. 



Xia ruofei naturally didn’t know what Liang Qichao was thinking. He smiled and introduced,””Qiao’ er, 

this is Liang Qichao, the person in charge of Paradise Farm in Australia. You can call him brother Liang 

like I do.” 

As for Liang Qichao, Xia ruofei did not need to introduce Lin Qiao to him. 

Lin Qiao immediately smiled and called out,”Hi, brother Liang, we’re here to trouble you!” 

Liang Qichao’s bones were about to go soft, and he hurriedly said,””No trouble, no trouble! For a beauty 

like you to visit our farm, it’s simply ... An honor!” 

“Alright, alright! Don’t use idioms!” Xia ruofei laughed and scolded,”you Rascal, you’re comparing 

Paradise Farm to Peng Peng. Can’t you consider my feelings as the boss?” 

Liang Qichao chuckled and scratched his head, saying,”Boss Xia, I’m not very cultured, you know ...” 

“Don’t be funny anymore! “Be careful, the people of Yunan and Xichuan will beat your chest with their 

little fists ...” Xia ruofei laughed.”Don’t just stand here, let’s go!” 

Liang Qichao immediately took the two suitcases from Xia ruofei and said,””I’ll do it, I’ll do it. How can I 

let the boss drag the luggage himself?” 

Lin Qiao couldn’t help but chuckle when she saw Liang Qichao’s playful expression. 

The three of them chatted and laughed as they walked out of the airport. The Mercedes – Benz that 

Liang Qichao drove was parked by the roadside. Liang Qichao quickly put their luggage into the trunk. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said to Lin Qiao,””Qiao’ er, you sit in the co-pilot’s seat! We can enjoy the scenery 

along the way. ” 

Lin Qiao held Xia ruofei’s arm and said,””No, I want to sit with brother ruofei!” 

Lin Qiao’s body pressed against Xia ruofei’s without any hesitation. He instantly felt a youthful aura and 

a faint fragrance. What was worse was that his arm had already touched a round and soft touch. 

Xia ruofei’s body stiffened. He took a step out and opened the back door. He smiled and said,””Alright, 

alright, you can sit anywhere you like! Get in the car!” 

Liang Qichao closed the trunk and happened to see what had just happened. His eyes couldn’t help but 

have a tacit smile. 

Lin Qiao let go of Xia ruofei’s arm and got into the car. 

After everyone got into the car, Liang Qichao started the car and left Sydney’s Kingford Smith 

International Airport. 

“Ruofei, Lin Qiao, shall we take a walk around Sydney or go back to the farm?” Liang Qichao asked as he 

drove. 

“Let’s go back to the farm!”Xia ruofei said. There were still more than 160 kilometers to go! Anyway, we 

have more time this time, so we’ll definitely come to Sydney for a tour!” 



“Understood! Then we’ll just go home!” Liang Qichao whistled, turned the steering wheel, and drove 

the car back to Paradise Farm. 

The car quickly left Sydney and drove on the highway. 

The Hunter Valley was a tourist spot near Sydney, so there were many private cars traveling from 

Sydney to the Hunter Valley, and the speed was not very fast. 

Of course, in all fairness, Australia’s scenery was still very beautiful. 

White clouds floated past the blue sky, and the view along the way was very wide. All he could see was a 

green pasture that stretched as far as the eye could see. If he was lucky, he could even see kangaroos 

jumping leisurely and stupid koalas. 

The exotic scenery along the way was too much for Lin Qiao’s eyes to take in. She was very excited to 

chat with Xia ruofei along the way. For her, this was her first time traveling abroad and everything was 

so fresh. 

It was about a three – hour drive from Sydney to the Hunter Valley. Lin Qiao, who had just been on the 

plane for more than nine hours, did not feel tired at all. She was very excited and chattered all the way. 

At around oneo’ clock in the afternoon, Liang Qichao’s Mercedes – Benz returned to the vicinity of 

Paradise Farm. 

When they passed by the West Winery, Xia ruofei turned around to take a look. 

The last time he came to Australia, this West Winery had also left Xia ruofei with very good memories. 

Not only did he learn a lot about wine, but he also tasted Australian – style food and bought a batch of 

Semillon wine. 

The most important thing was that he had a chance encounter with Monica, who had come to travel, 

and the two of them had a night of short – lived marriage by chance. 

Seeing the West Winery, Xia ruofei couldn’t help but think of Monica’s charming body and fiery passion 

that night. His heart couldn’t help but flutter. 

After returning to the country, Xia ruofei and Monica still kept in touch intermittently. However, the two 

of them had a tacit understanding not to get involved in any relationship issues. 

Xia ruofei only knew that Monica had been busy with her family business in Italy recently. He did not 

know much about the current situation. 

Just then, the car drove past the entrance of West Winery. To Xia ruofei’s surprise, the door of the 

entire winery was tightly shut. It was no longer as busy as usual with tourists. 

“Brother Liang, why isn’t West Winery open today?” Xia ruofei couldn’t help but ask. 

Liang Qichao also turned to look at the winery’s door with some pity, then said,”Old West’s business in 

Melbourne has some problems and may be facing bankruptcy. How can he still be in the mood to run a 

winery? He’s going around raising funds in the hopes of surviving the crisis. I heard that he might be 

selling his winery to cash in. ” 



Xia ruofei was surprised,”no way?” It’s only been a few months, and such a thing has happened. It’s 

really a man’s fortune and misfortune ...” 

“Brother ruofei, are you close to the owner of this winery?” Lin Qiao asked. 

Before Xia ruofei could say anything, Liang Qichao said with a smile,””Of course! The last time RUO Fei 

came to Australia, he had a very good memory at the West Winery. Right, ruofei?” 

Liang Qichao winked at Xia ruofei through the rearview mirror after he finished speaking. 

Of course, Xia ruofei knew what this guy was trying to say, but he still pretended not to answer Liang 

Qichao’s question. He said,””Mr. And Mrs. West treated me warmly last time. By the way, the Semillon 

wine you drank later was bought from West Winery.” 

“That wine is super good!” Lin Qiao said with some regret,”I wanted to come to Australia and taste it! I 

didn’t expect the winery to be closed ...” 

“Actually, it’s fine if you want to drink. Mr. And Mrs. West have been at the winery these two days. I 

heard that a few groups of customers are interested in the winery and are planning to buy it!” Liang 

Qichao said. 

“Forget it! How would they be in the mood to receive us at this time?” Xia ruofei said. 

“That’s true ...” Liang Qichao shrugged. 

Paradise Farm was just a short distance away from West Winery. 

When the car drove through the gate of Paradise Farm, Lin Qiao couldn’t help but look out the window 

with her eyes wide open. 

As soon as he entered the farm, he saw that the two sides of the smooth asphalt road were grasslands 

as far as the eye could see. 

Although it was winter in Australia, the average temperature here was still around 10 degrees Celsius. It 

would be a little cold sooner or later, and the grasslands were green all year round. 

The green grass swayed in the breeze, and the sky was blue and the clouds were white. 

Looking into the distance, all he could see was an endless stretch of green. He couldn’t see the end at 

all. The 6000 – hectare area was too wide, and the terrain had ups and downs. 

“Brother ruofei, your farm is so big!” Lin Qiao couldn’t help but exclaim,”and the scenery is so 

beautiful!” 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”Our Paradise Farm is definitely not considered big in Australia. However, the land is 

fertile and the water is abundant. It is indeed a very good farm.” 

As the car drove on, Xia ruofei kept introducing the facilities of the farm to Lin Qiao, including the track, 

training ground, swimming pool for horses, and the grazing grazes cattle in the distance. 

All of this was so new to Lin Qiao. She took out her phone and kept taking pictures while saying with a 

smile,””It’s so beautiful ... Any one of these photos can be used as a wallpaper ...” 



After the car drove past a small hill, Xia ruofei saw rows of white greenhouse greenhouses on the green 

grass not far away ... 

 


